
H AV E
F U N !

Make an experience of your own.
 

• Toby takes a lot of pictures of the world around him. Look at the world around 
you. With permission from an adult, use a camera to take pictures of your life. 
Develop your pictures and create a collage that represents your world. 

• Think of how Toby was often misjudged throughout the story. “Don’t judge a 
book by its cover” is a common phrase we hear about judging people before 
we get to know them. Create a piece of artwork representing what others 
think and see about you just from your “cover.” Then create a second piece of 
artwork depicting what people see when they “open you up” and get to see 
inside you. How do these two views differ from each other?

Use your imagination to explore. 

• Imagine you are a journalist reporting in this story. Write a newspaper article, 
an article, or record a podcast, about Betty’s disappearance, eventual 
death, and Toby’s possible involvement. Remember to be a reporter, one 
must present facts without any bias and use evidence. 

• Imagine you see someone being bullied. What can you do? Would you have 
the courage to stand up for what is right? Write a journal entry about how you 
would help someone who’s been bullied.
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Talk through your thoughts.
 

• Before reading: This book is set in a rural town in 1945. What do you already 
know about this time period? What do you think life would be like for families 
during this time period?

• After reading: Betty was a bully who disrespected her peers and caused trouble 
and pain (both physically and emotionally). Think of a time you’ve been bullied. 
Have you ever been the one to bully or pick on another? Talk with a peer about 
the causes and effects of bullying on both the bullied and the bully.

Discuss

Create

Imagine
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